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The Murray Civic Musk Association will present the first
concert of the current season
on Thursday, December 11 at
8:15 p.m. in the Murray University School auditorium.
The public is advised to note
the change in location of this
concert, and the Sixteenth
Street entrance is to be used.

Murray, Ky., Monday Afte-noon, December 8, 1969

104 Per Copy

E.0.Housdens
Two Sons Serving
With U.S. Army

Linda Brownfield Is
Chosen Miss Murray
State On Saturday

Two sons of Mr. and Mrs. E.
0. Housden of Murray Route
Five are now serving with the
United States Army with one
of them being in Germany.
Sp4 James Harold Housden
has been stationed in Germany
since the first of August of this
year.
He entered the service in the
March 18 draft call, took his
basic training at Fort Campbell,
end his advanced infantry training at a base in Texas.
JillItes Harold is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and attended mechanic's school
at Paducah for two years. He
was employed by the Murray
Wholesale Grocery Company be
fore entering the service.
He is married to the former
Debbie Miller, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Clifford Miller of
Lynn Grove, and they have one
baby daughter, Deborah Gay,
born November 10. Mrs. Housden and baby are now residing
with her parents.
P1c. John Sammy Housden is
In the Army Reserve and has
been in Fort Lewis, Washington,
for the past four months.
John Sammy is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and of Murray State University
where he graduated Islet January with a major in business.
He was employed by Buckingham-Ray LTD before entering
the service.
He is married to the former
Janie Peebles who is now residing with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. R. Peebles, Kirkwood
Drive, Murriy, and attending
Murray State University. He Is
expected to spend the Christmas holidays with his wife and
family.
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to me!"
other night. Nice place, good
night's pageant was Janet
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This was still the reaction
an 18-year-old freshMonday as Linda Brownfield, French,
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man
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21, resumed her classes at Murand Mrs. J. Max French, Paris,
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ray State University after beTenn.
and add greatly to the cocaming crowned "Miss Murray
unity.
the
in
night
Saturday
State"
Carol Jane Aycock, 20, a senfirst Kiss America preliminary ior and the daughter of Mr. and
Kopf our granddaughter t h e
pageant ever held at the Uni- Mrs. Carl Aycock, LaCenter,
other night and realized more
versity.
was second runnerup.
than ever that the time to have
Named third runnerup was
Chosen from 15 finalists by
children is when you are young.
panel of three impartial, ex Helen Clare Williams, 19-yearShe wore us out, and wore our
perienced judges, the statues- old freshman daughter of Mr.
wife out. Took both of us to
que, blonde sobbed softly u and Mrs. Martin L. Williams,
(Continued on Page Eight)
she moved along an elevated Lexington.
runway to acknowledge a standFourth runnerup honors went
ing ovation from more than 500 to Margo Anne Mantle, 19, sopersons who witnessed the col- phomore daughter of Mr. and
orful, smoothly-run event.
Mrs Edward Bourke Mantle,
Sr., Bardwell.
Miss Louisa Flout., Miss Ken- In addition to a week-long
MISS MURRAY STATE — Linda Brownfield, 21, right, chosen- Saturday night as Miss
tucky of 1969 and a sophomore trip to Louisville next June to
Murray State In the first preliminary Miss America pageant over hold at Murray State
at Eastern Kentucky University, compete for the"Miss Kentucky
University, is congratulated by 'he mistress of ceremonies, Louisa Flouk, Miss Kentucky
served as mistress of ceremon- title, Miss Brownfield also re
of 1969 and a junior at Easterr Kentucky University. Miss Brownfield, the daughter of
ies for the pageant, which was ceived.a $200 Murray State
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield
'linens
Birgit
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield, Murray, is a senior majoring in English end history. She
sponsored jointly by the Stu scholarship and a "Miss MurMid this morning her office has
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ville.
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A thief or thieves broke the
The daughter of Mr. and.Mrs. Each of the four runnerups
chain lock on the back door of
She first came to the United
Ray Brownfield, Route 1, Mur- received a $50 scholarship at
the Steve Robertson borne on States, quietly and totally unray, Miss Brownfield will re- the University.
Murray Route Five sometime known, at Christmastime of
present the University next The new Miss Murray State
before ten p. m. Saturday.
196'7 to sing several performJune 18-20 in the Miss Kentucky succeeds Jerry Sue Pritchett,
Stolen from the home were ances of the Messiah at AugEarlington, elected last year by
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, assocFuneral sec-Oozes are incom- Pageant in Louisville.
a Vass with about three or four ustana College in Rock Island,
iate professor of English at
plete for the infant semi of Mr. Should she be named "Mist popular vote of the student
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Murray State University, spent
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Hazel Route Two.
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(Continued on Page Eight)
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Fort Lewis, Washington
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Today is Monday, Laic. 8, the
342nd day of 1969 with 23 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
The morning stars are Venus
and Jigiiter.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history*.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 115041
In 1776 George Washington
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
crossed the Delaware River,
near Trenton. N.J.
Entered at the Poet Office. Murray, Kentucky. for tranamlalion as
In 1863 President Lincoln
Second Clam Matter
announced his plan for recon81:71313CIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray, per week 34, per
struction of the South. It
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties per year, $1,50;
provided amnesty for all who
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 416.00. All service subscriptions WOO.
supported the Confederacy except the highest leaders.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community k Ike
In 1886 delegates from 25
Integrity of its Newspaper"
unions founded the American
Federation of Labor at ColumMONDAY - DECEMBER 8. 1969
bus, Ohio,
of the area. About a dozen families remain
THE VERY LAST ONE - Kimberly Rene
In 1949 the Chinese Nationain the 176,000-acre area. The baby Is the
Pinnegar Is the last person to be born a resilist Government, defeated by
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Benny
dent of the Land Between the Lakes. She
the Communists, moved its
Pinnegar. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
was born Sept. 17. The deadline for leaving
headquarters from the mainNEEDS OF WELFARE RECIPIENTS were discussed by Dr.
Fowler. The other youngster is a
Archie
national
into
turned
the
which
being
a
area
is
Formosa.
land to
Donald Hughes (right), Murray, chairman of the newlyLEDGER & TIMES FILE
grandson of the Fowlers and a cousin of
recreation project was Dec. 1 so anyone born
formed state welfare advisory committee, and Economic
--Rene.
there now would not be classed as a resident
A thought for the day:
Security Commissioner Merritt S. Delta Jr. at the commitPresident Lincoln said, "Truth
tee's first meeting in Frankfort. The committee will serve
‘lobile. Ala., is the na.t ion
recipients of aid to families with dependent children.
Is generally the best vindication rkshop. A workshop to study 150 feet, trying to reach beyond
Deaths reported are Willie Burkeen, age 67, Mrs. Florene
port.
the geological formation of the
against slander."
Ethora Barrow, age 74, Mrs. Ada Spann, age 85, and Bill Trees,
natural
many
bridges
and
the
age 60.
Red River Gorge, the three-thy "There goes a Carolina wren
Four new City Councilr 31 are Maurice Crass, Jr., Prentice
get together was that and more. up the creek," a voice cried,
Lassiter, James Rudy Allbritten, and Leonard Vaughn.
The "ologies" were out in great and already the bird's flight
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rickman will observe their golden wedding
and interesting force: ornitho- from a tree limb had set into
anniversary on December 13.
logy, herpetology, ecology, enMurray High beat Farmington 76 to 56, Hazel over New Contomology, dendrology and a few motion a chain reaction from
cord 80 to 71, Almo over Hickman 73 to 69, and Douglass over
14 concert will begin at 2:31
original ologies - all a part of limb to limb and tree to tree,
Lincoln 58 to 56 in basketball games last night.
Soloists for The Dec. 14 presDavid
Elliott
David
and
Suthp.m., and will feature the largthe history of this still-good ear- sending veils of snow that lookentation of Handel's "Messiah" est orchestra ever used here ia erland, Murray; T. Donley
It was even brought out that ed liked sheer white silk scarvth.
Thomas, Cape Girardeau; Elizahave been announced by Alter this seasonal concert.
beth Walker, Paducah; Paul Da- a mineralogist had discovered es unfurling.
Henson, director of the Paducat
Mer.ifee County just
Named as concertmaster for vis, Dawson
Springs; Reedy Ca- uranium in
over the ridge but still a part
the orchestra is H. Leo Blair, neer, P ad uc a h;
Community Chorus.
Larry Thee,
The soloists will include Mis! Instructor of violin at Murray Sikeston; Cheryl Hughes, Bob of the great plateau that lies
University.
State
Mary Lou Henry, Cape Girar
Harris and Jayne Dickson and behind the Pottsville escarpmeOther orchestra members in- Roger Reichmuth, Paducah. nt.
deau, Mo.; Mrs. Linda Henson,
Two of the most noted stone
Paducah; Gary Harper, Clinton, clude Mary Curtis Taylor, Murray; Bill Criswell, Madisonville;
There is no charge for admission arches included in the weekend
J. L. Fox was named to be the new Chief of Police in a caucus and Larrie Clark, Murray.
Miss Henry, professor of mu- Virginia Jackson, Paducah;
as this performance is the con- study were Natural Bridge and
meeting of the Murray City Council.
Daniel T. Holt, St. Louis; Genie
cluding event in the current Sky Bridge, set in a rugged
lia Douglas and Burgess Parker are new members of the City sic and voice instructor at Southeast Missouri S tat e College, Whitesell, Fulton; Jesse Freehi r d annual Festival of Fine land of valley and cliffs which
Council replacing Paul Gholson and C. T. Rushing.
man,
Paducah;
Kip
Mason,
MurGirardeau,
:Ape
Mo.,
be
the
will
Arts
sponsored under the aus- visually express the slow erosMr. and Mrs. John L. Long will observe their 50th wedding
sowana soloist. Miss Henry has ray;
pices of the PCC Division of Fine ion of Rockcastle conglomerate.
anniversary on December 10.
In the gorge cut by the Red Rh'Donna story, Neale Masor, Arts.
In last night's basketball games Brewers beat Almo 38 to 36, an MA degree from Louisiana
a, the cliffs rise 500 feet or
University
State
and
done
has
Training
Murray
over
Grove
Lynn
Hazel over Sedalia 53 to 36,
-more tecom ass-valley- floor,
graduate-work at New
57 to 30, Kirksey over Fulgham 53 to 40, and Hardin over NeW*- adciitioeal
ageless as seem the natural bridEngland Conservatory of Music,
Concord 51 to 29.
ges (actually they are babes meTemple University, and the Uniasured in geologic time), they
versity of Colorado. In addition
too will pass away in the erosto teaching, she serves as adion of years, the same process
judicator in Missouri, Illinois,
which gave them birth.
and surrounding states.
Looking as if they had been
Mrs. Henson, music instructor
there forever, it was interestReidland
at
and Farley Elemening and enlightening to learn
And be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one tary schools, will be alto soloist.
that in the madness of erosion
another, even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you.- She is a graduate of Belmont
there is great and definite methCollege,
Nashville,
has
and
an
Eptiesians 4:32.
od. A mass of rock breaks away,
Not until that day whenall mankiud can forgive, will we Lind peace MA degree from Murray .State,
a cliff is formed; as water and
University. Mrs. Henson has
in our hearts, and on earth.
A walk in winter woods in Department of Parks. Butler was weather beat against the cliff,
been alto soloist for the Belmont
it hollows itself until a rockGlee Club and Belmont Ora- the Red River Gorge and Daniel assisted by Dr. Roger W. Barlevels are in tune with near torio Chorus, arid is a former Boone National Forest is a walk bour, professor of zoology; Carl house (overhanging shelter) is
term monetary and Vietnam member of the Broadman Cho- through an Eden of unbelievable M. Clark, professor of agricul- formed. As the hollowing proexpectations, Bache & Co. says. rale of Nashville. She teaches beauty, a holy whiteness, where tural economics, Bruce Pound. cess continues through thousands
The market should mark time private voice to students and is a gentle breeze coupled with stone, director Department of of years, the back side of the
for a while, perhaps developing chairman of the elementary vo- long fingers of sun send a shi- Regulatory Services, and Pres- rockhouse becomes thinner and
a year-end advance on seasonal cal music section of FDEA and mmering cloud of snowdust thr- ton McGrain, assistant state ge- finally breaks through to form
factors and expectation of was nominated for that same ough purest air to sparkle for a ologist - all three of the Univ- a lighthouse ; as the light enlarNEW
YORK (UPI).- This monetary
ges a bridge is left standing
moment on pools and streams ersity of Kentucky.
ease,
it adds Position on the state level.
year's severe and prolonged "Gradual accumulation rather
which, as the ages pass, conHarper, a graduate ot Murray of purest water.
Adding immeasurably to the
restriction of money and credit than aggressive acquisition" is
The early snow proved to be workshop staff was Rufas Reed tinues to be eaten away bit by
State
University,
will be tenor
by the Federal Reserve Board the best strategy for the
one of many bonuses found by of Lovely, naturalist and direct- bit, until that age when the susoloist. He was a member of the more than a
has passed its peak, Wright investor, the firm feels.
McIntire
hundred people who or of a wildflower sanctuary pports are so thinned by erosUniversity Oratorio Chorus and love the outdoor world and were
Investors' Service believes. The
ion that the great arches crack
and also columnist for the Huntsecond half of 1970 should see
the University A Capella Choir. at Natural Bridge State Resort ington (W. Va.) Herald-Advertis- up and become a part of the
After the market correction
much easier money and subrocks on the valley floor - some
Harper studied with Prof. Rob- Park for a field naturalist work- er,
stantially lower interest rates. of the past month, investment ert K. Barr and was
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Stenerud Kicks Five Field UCLA Needs
Goals To Lead Chiefs To Win Overtime
To Win Sat.

lea remain
by is the
lea Benny
r. and Mrs.
ster is a
cousin of
the nation ,
-

I Wed,.

•

ui the East as both Buffalo and
Boston were defeated Sunday.
By FRED McMANE
Bostoo was beaten by San
UPI Sports Writer
Diego, 28-18, Oakland walloped
Jan Stenerud wasn't com- Cincinnati, 37-17, and Miami
pletely alive, but luckily for the edged Denver, 27-24, in other
Kansas City Chiefs he was still Sunday action.
The Patriots were never in
kicking.
The 26-year-old Stenerud was the game against San Diego as
quite ill when he showed up for they fell behind 28-3. Job Hadl
Sunday's game with the Buffalo passed for two San Diego
Bills, but the soccer-style scores and backup quarterback
kicking specialist came through Marty Domres scored once to
with five field goals to give the spark the victory. Jim Nance
Chiefs a 22-19 victory that score both Boston touchdowns.
Daryle Lamonica tossed for
enabled them to keep pace with
the Oakland Raiders in the three touchdowns in pacing the
battle for first place in the Raiders to their llth victory
American Football League's against one loss and a tie.
Warren Wells grabbed two of
Western Division.
"I've had the flu since the Lamonica TD passes and
Friday," the Norwegian-born another scoring toss from
Stenerud said after the game, George 131anda to share offen"I havn't eaten a decent meal sive honors will Lamonica.
Rick
Larry
Norton
and
since then, just soup. I was
nervous all day because I felt Seiple, a potent combination in
their college days at Kentucky,
awful."
Stenexud's last field goal combined for two touchdowns
e with only 1:59 to play and as the Dolphins edged the
oke a 19-19 tie. That kick Broncos. However, it was Karl
enabled the Chiefs to remain a Kremser's 15-yard field goal
half game behind Oakland with with 1:20 remaining that proved
their showdown date for the to be the deciding score.
Joe Namath connected for
division title coming up next
Saturday. It also spoiled the two touchdown passes and his
picked off six
Ills' slim hopes of making the teammates
playoffs in the Eastern Divi- Houston passes as the Jets
clinched first place in the
sion.
Houston, which lost to the Eastern Division. The Jets led
,New York Jets, 34-26, Saturday, 34-10 before a late surge
" earned the second playoff spot brought the Oilers to within
eight points at the final gun.
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Wildcats Stand Good Chance
Of Being Picked Number One

SPORTS

averaging 26.0.
Jimmy England's clutch free
throw shooting in the final
ATLANTA (UPI) — Adolph seconds enabled Tennessee to
Oy United Press International
Rupp's
Wildcats, open its season with that upset
Kentucky
UCLA doesn't have Lew
thanks to a surprise boost by a of South Carolina.
Alcindor anymore, but the
conference neighbor, should be South Carolina coach Frank
Bruins still have class when it
the nation's No. 1 college McGuire, who still has his
basketball
counts.
team when this sights on the national title,
blamed
the loss
on
his
Given a rough time Saturday
week's ratings come out.
by lightly regarded Minnesota,
We're not trying to influence Gamecocks being "very very
the balloting — but look at these tight. They wanted to do well in
the Bruins were pushed into
their first home game. It was
facts:
overtime and emerged victorSTELLINO
By VITO
.7 loss to the Cards on Nov. 9.
— Tolierai)ed UCLA had to go disheartening."
ious, 72-71, on a 27-foot jump
UPI Sports Writer
oe Morrison caught two of
Into overtime before squeezing McGuire said the key to the
shot by sophomore Henry Bibby
arkenton's TD passes and ran
upset was Tennessee's sharppast
Minnesota 72-71;
with 45 seconds remaining.
games
toare
scheduled
Five
Neither wind nor rain nor tar a third, tying the Giant
Second-ranked South Caroli- shooting that "tweed us out of
Bibby, one of the most highly
—
Valley
Conference
by
Ohio
night
snow— not even sun— can stop _Ingle game TD record.
na got knocked off 55-54 by the the zone."
touted
in
the the Minnesota Vikings from
sophomores
Harmon Wages caught an 88- teams against outside competiThe schedule for the rest of
country, put the Bruins ahead
proving they're the hottest ard touchdown pass from Bob tion, as a prelude to league Tennessee Vols;
week:
Wildwith his jumper, and the team in pro football.
— and the third-ranked Wildactivity
later
this
which
starts
3erry and ran 66 yards for a
absence
that
cats,
the
showing
Gophers' final chance failed
month.
The Vikings, who clinched the nuchdovm to pace Atlanta past
TUESDAY — Loyola (La.) at
when a jump shot by 011ie Central Division title in a ,ew
Murray is at Seton Hall, Aus- of injured Mike Casey has done
Orleans.
little to slow them down, LSU, Northeast Louisiana at
Shannon fell short with five Detroit snowstorm on ThanksPeay
College,
hosts
Lambuth
tin
Sonny Jurgensen tossed two
week Mississippi, Centenary at Tenseconds to play.
giving Day, went to sunny Los D passes as Washington beat East Tennessee is at Richmond, averaged 1105 ppg last
nessee, Georgia Tech at Rice
Virginia
rolling
past
West
while
Things didn't work out as Angeles Sunday and snapped
Belmont
Dhiladelphia. Jurgensen limped Middle Tennessee is at
Mercer at Jacksonville
and
well for second-ranked South the Rams 11-game winning cff the field with a knee sprain College and Western Kentucky (106-87) and Kansas (115-85).
A
lot of people, Rupp (Fla.) University.
entertains
fourth-ranked streak with a 20-13 victory.
Carolina
and
California
Riverside.
two plays before the first half
WEDNESDAY
— Liberty
Purdue, however. The GameThe
victory boosted the ended but came back in the Saturday night, East Tenness- included, discounted Kentucky's Bowl at Memphis (Mississippi
national
title
chances for a
cocks were upset by Tennessee, Minnesota winningn streak to 11 5econd
half to guide the ee blasted Appalachian State, 9455-54, on a pair of free throws straight since an opening game l.edsldns to the victory.
60; the University of Tennessee after Casey was hurt in an State, Memphis State, Arkansas
Austin automobile wreck last summer. and Tulsa) and Georgia Tech at
by Jim England with only 27 loss to the New York Giants
at Chattanooga edged
"When we lost Casey, we lost SMU.
play and the and put the Vikings in good
Peay, 79-76; Middle Tennessee
to
seconds
Boilermakers were edged by position for their Dec. 27th
nipped Tennessee Wesleyan 56- our quarterback," Rupp said THURSDAY — Liberty Bowl,
Ohio University, 80-79.
52; Tennessee Tech defeated Vir- recently. But, even without Arkansas State at Alabama and
Western Conference title game
games,
third-ranked
other
In
ginia Commonwealth, 88-81; Mo- Casey, it looks like Rupp has Vanderbilt at LSU.
against the Rains. That game
FRIDAY — Miami (Fla.) at
Kentucky walloped Kansas, 115- will be played in Bloomington,
rehead downed Southern Mississ- one of the more explosive
ippi, 84-55; Eastern Kentucky teams of his 40 years at the UCLA,
85, ftftbrnked New Mexico Minn. where the weather could
SATURDAY — Mississippi at
State topped Baylor, 102-83; be just a bit nasty.
Carolina, 101- Wildcats' helm,
By United Press International whipped Western
Auburn, Indiana at Kentucky,
Kentucky
has
a
major
edged
test
eighth-ranked Davidson edged
Murray,
Canisius
73,
and
In the other key game, the
Saturday
tonight when the Wildcats take LSU at Tulane, Vanderbilt at
Michigan, 91-85; ninth-ranked Dallas Cowboys edged Pit85-84.
California crushed tsburgh, 10-7, to clinch the
Mike Kretzer hit 14 of 16 fielC -n seventh-ranked North Caroli- Mississippi State, Florida State.
Southern
HOUSTON (UPI)— The New
North Carolina at Greensboro,
Vanderbilt, 108-89; and 10th- Capitol Division crown. The
scored 33poio- na at Charlotte, N.C.
ork Jets clinched the Eastern goal attempts and
In other action around the N.C., Biscayne College at
ranked Duquesne beat Miami Cowboys will meet Cleveland on
Tennessee rolled to
East
ts
as
[ ivision title in the American
Jacksonville (Fla.) and Miami
;Fla.), 94-88, to win the Steel Dec.
28th in
the Eastern Football League with a 34-26 Its first win after two losses. Southeast tonight Alabama, a (Fla.) at Pepperctine (Calif.).
Pitat
Tournament
Bowl
Conference title game. Cleve- oxtory over the Houston Oilers. Gale Daniels added 14 points 90-63 loser to Texas, vrill be at
tsburgh.
for the Bucs while John Thomas Georgia, which lost 81-70 to
land, the Century Division
Coach Frank McGuire of titlist, downed Green
led Appalachian State with 15. Illinois; Florida State, off to a
NEW
Bay,
20-7.
YORK
(UPI)—
NEW YORK (UPI)— Here is South Carolina was disheartQuicken
Center Steve Elsner scored 2-0 start, can expect a breather
Baltimore Ties Detroit
Tree romped to a seven-length
the National Football League ened by his team's loss but
points to lead Chattanooga in a visit to Rollins; and
18
In other games, Baltimore nctory in the $60,200 Display
playoff schedule leading to the indicated it was a good thing in
past Austin Peay despite a bri- Tulane, 82-80 loser to Texas
tied
Detroit,
17-17,
New
York
liandicap
at
Aqueduct. Quicken
league championship and berth a
Tech, is at Texas.
now
the routed St. Louis, 49-6,
because
way
Atlanta Tree also von the Display in lliant performance by Austin
In the Super Bowl:
NPL STANDINGS
In other weekend scores:
Peay guard Howard Wright, Wripressure would be off his boys. blasted New Orleans, 45-17, and 1967.
Dec. 27 ,
By United Press international
"I think Tennesze deserved -Washington outlasted Philadelght had a new game high for him- Wake Forest beat Auburn 95-81;
-Chant.:
Conference
Western'
-last Northwestern beat Florida 83win. They Yplayed an phia, 34-29. On Saturday,
the
self with 38 points.
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
San
pionshipr.
Century Division
two '79; Ole Miss beat Aricans21
ball game. Their Francisco routed Chicago,42-21.
sank
excellent
Brad
Wilson
Guard
Leotis Martin scored a ninthW. L T. Pet. Los Angeles (11-1) at Minne- shooting was excellent," McA&M 85-61; Louisiana Tech
The first downs wound up round knockout over Sonny free throws with 45 seconds left
9 2 1 .818 sota (11-1).
•x-Cleveland
Guire said.
to put Middle Tennessee in the beat Mississippi State 78-71;
The Murray High Tigers, fresh
even
Minnesota
at
15-15
and
Liston.
It
was Liston's first loss
4 7 1 .964 Dec. 28
Latis
Southern California beat Van- from a 90-62 opening victory
Greg lelcDivitt's 20 points had only a 249-247
Tennessee
against
lead
to
stay
edge in total In a comeback trail that dates
;New York
4 8 0 933 Eastern Conference Cham- paced Ohio University's victory,
2-1) 108-89; Geor- over Fancy Farm Friday night,
yardage but over 100 of the back to a title defeat by Wesleyan. Wilson led the Blue derbilt (now
.‘Pittsburgh
1 11 0 .063 pionship:
Tech (now 3-0) beat will take on a good team from
Dan Issel's 29 points led Rams yards came in the final
Raiders with 15 while Kelly Al- gia
Clay
in
Cvssius
Capitol Division
1965.
Cleveland (9-2-1) at Dallas (9- Kentucky's
Oklahoma
City
68-54; and Trigg County in the Murray gym
triumph, Jimmy eight minutes
dridge had 20 for Wesleyan.
after Minnesota
•
———
W. L T. Pet. 2-1).
Duquesne beat Miami (Fla.) 94- Tuesday night.
Collins led New Mexico State's took a 20-6 lead and was •
center
Tech's
7-8
Tennessee
MIAMI (UPI)— Hubert Ginn
9 2 1 .908 Jan. 4
ixaallas
victory with 23 points, sopho- playing a prevent defenseb. haired
Art Bosnak dumped in 25 points 88 in the Steel Bowl tournament "Trigg will have a much betViseliingbon
6 4 2 .800
two touchdowns as
NFL Championship Game
ter team than our Friday night
Adrian sparked protecting
Brian
more
and pulled down 15 rebounds as finals
against
the
bomb.
Philadelphia 4 7 1 .364
Fforida
MAI edged Grambling,
Cleveland or Dallas at Los Davidson's triumph with 24
opponent," Coach Bob Toon said
Maravich,
"Pistol
the
Pete"
CommonVirginia
Tech
downed
iNew Weans 4 8 0 .333 Angeles or Minnesota.
Dellns built up; a 10-0 first- 3-19, in the Orange Boyi
points and Dennis Layton paced half lead and then hung on for
wealth. Center Charles Booker human scoring machine from today. "We haven't had a test
.
West
tball classic,
Jan. 11
victory
California's
Southern
led the Virginia team with 30. LSU, made only one appear- yet, but we hope we can keep
Central Division
the
Pittsburgh.
victory
over
-Super Bowl, New Orleans
ance last week. Maravich, who with Trigg tomorrow night," he
with 23 points.
W. L T. Pet.
Mike Clark kicked a 32-yard FAYETTEVILLE,
A r k.
43.2 ppg
averaged
as a added.
x•Idinnesota 11 1 0 .917
field goal and Craig Morton UPD— Texas nipped Arkansas, classic by two strokes with a
The Tigers have 24 on the
44.2
sophomore
ppg
as a
and
Detroit
7 4 1
MG
scrambled 12 yards for a TD 15-14, and received President 270.
squad this year including five
scored
43
points
junior,
against
Green Bay
8 8 0 .500
for Dallas.
Iron's plaque for his version
Oregon State in his first game seniors, seven juniors, and
Chinas°
1 11 0 .083
Leroy Kelly, bothered In, f the No. 1 college football
twelve sophomores.
NEW YORK (UPI'—Arts
a senior.
as
Coastal Division
injuries this season, gained 151 earn in the nation.
Murray's B-Tearn won their
And Letters was named the
Dan
Issel,
with
29
points
W. L T. Pet.
yards in 22 carries as Cleveland
game, also, with a score, 49-23
Sunday
Thoroughbred
Racing
AssociaKansas, leads the
aLos Ang. 11 1 0 .917
topped Green Bay. Bill Nelsen HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (UP!)— tion's 1969 American champion. against
The B-Team game will begin
Kentucky scorers with a 31.5 at 6:45 with the
Baltimore
7 4 1 £38
threw a 30-yard TD pass to mold Palmer rallied with one Arts and Letters also was
varsity game
while Florida's Andy following immediately.
average
Atlanta
4 8 0 .333
Admisand
Ernie f his old-time charges to win named 3-year-old champion colt
team in New York, Neighboring Paul
Warfield
By
had
29
Owens,
STEVE
who
Saturday sion prices are 50e student and
San Fran
SMILANICH
3 7 2 .300
upstate rival Niagara expects Kellerman ran 40 yards with an he $125,000 Danny Thomas golf by the TRA.
x-Clinches dlv. title.
UPI Sports Writer
nieht in a losing cause, is 75e adult.
to give shooting star Calvin intercepted pass for a TD for
Sundays Results
Murphy more help this season the Browns.
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
Cleveland 20 Green Bay 7
Tosses Two TD Passes
but the Purple Eagles won't be
New York 49 St. Louis 8
pendulum of power in Eastern
Errol Mann's 12-yard field
big,
class
with
the
the
same
in
Dallas 10 Pittsburgh 7
collegiate basketball may take
goal with 3:30 remaining gave
strong Bonnies.
l.1
Atlanta 45 New O'Neal* 17
a decided swing west towaen
Should St. Bonaventure falter, Detroit the tie with Baltimore.
Washington 34 Phila 29
but
season
this
Pennsylvania
•
Columbia could emerge as New Earl Morrall tossed two TD
Baltimore 17 Detroit 17
don't look for New York, New
Coach
Colts.
Jack
team.
for
York's
the
best
passes
Minnesota 20 Los Ang 3
Jersey and New England to
Frank Tarkenton threw four
Rohan's Lions, although they
Only game scheduled
relinquish their strong status
lack a quality big man, have TD panses for New York as it
Swnday's Games
without a fight.
seniors Jim McMillian and routed St. Louis to avenge a 42New Orleans at Wash.
Duquesne a n d Villanova,
Heyward Dotson back from last
Atlanta at Philadelphia
neither strangers to first-class
year's 20-4 squad.
Los Angeles at Detroit
basketball, appear the best bets
Princeton, Columbia a n d Bob Kissane, a 6-8 forward.
San Fran at Minnesota
to dominate the East but the
Penn are expected to wage a
Green Bay at Chicago
Dukes and Wildcats may be
Boston College and Prothree-way tight for the Ivy
Cleveland at Si. Louis
challenged
by
long-dormant League title. Princeton seeks a vidence challenge Holy Cross as
New York at Pittsburgh
University of Pennsylvania.
second straight Ivy crown with New England's top independent,
Only games scheduled
Coach Red Manning, who
6-9 John Hummer moved to the but the Eagles and Friars open
guided Duquesne to a 21-5 mark
the campaign with new coaches
pivot position.
NFL STANDINGS
last season, begins the new
and many new faces.
By United Press International
Battle For Top Honors
campaign with a squad having
Takes Over For Cousy
East
St. John's, For dham and
exceptional
backcourt a n d
W. L T. Pct.
Manhattan will battle for top Charles Daly takes over for
OPERA
a-New York 9 4 0 .892 shooting strength. The Dukes honors among New York City Bob Cousy at Boston College
Houston
5 8 2 .455 will be led by backcourt aces independents. St. John's, a and Dave Gavitt, formerly at
Black.
Boston
4 7 0 .308 Billy "Zip" Zopf and Jarrett perennial tournament partici- Dartmouth, moves to ProDurham.
They
also
have
vidence.
Buffalo
4 7 0 .308
pant under Coach Lou CarneMl
3 9 1 250 forwards Garry and Barry secca, would like to give its In the Yankee Conference,
Nelson, twin brothers with a lot
West
departing
coach a winning University of Massachusetts is
W. L T. Pet. of muscle.
sendoff to the pro New York the favorite with Rhode Island
Villanova, under veteran Jack
Oakland
11 1 1 .917
Nets next season, but the and Connecticut the top contenEasuias City 11 2 0 .848 Kraft, makes a strong bid for Redmen face a big task. Top ders.
San Diego
7 6 0 .538 another post-season tournament returnees for St. John's are Joe Temple, defending National
Denver
4 8 1 .333 spot with 6 ft. 8 in. junior DePre with a 16-point average Invitation Tournament chamCincinnati
4 8 1 .333 Howard Porter the top player. last year and center Bill pion, and LaSalle, under cool,
Penn Is Team To Watch
it-Clinches dlv. title.
KODIAK
confident Tom Gola, are in the
.
Paultz.
Sunday's Results
But the team to watch may
Army, which led the nation in rebuilding process this season
Expresso
Oakland 37 Cincinnati 17
be Penn, slowly rebuilding
defense last year with an but could emerge with winning
Miami 27 Denver 24
under
Coach Dick Harter.
Joseph's,
campaign
s.
an
St.
average yield of 53.5 pgints a
Kan City 22 Buffalo 19
Harter has 6 ft. 8 in. center
game, will place the emphasis NCAA participant last year,
San Diego 28 Roston 18
Jim Wolf back along with
again on stopping the enemy expects to be stronger as does
DORADO
Only games scheduled
guards Steve Bilsky and Dave
shots
but coach Bob Knight's St. Peter's under veteran coach
Saturday's Games
Wohl. In addition, six players
Don
Kennedy,
The Peacocks
Cadets must come up with
Saddle Spice
Kansas City at Oakland
who were on the freshman
Webster
lost
Einar do
but
more
carry
firepower
them
to
Sunday's Games
team compiling a 21-0 record,
Kennedy has sufficient manthrough a rugged schedule.
Boston at Houston
move up to the varsity.
power to make a winner.
England,
Holy
In
Cross,
New
Buffalo at San Diego
St. Bonaventure, with 6-11,
Coach Bill Foster at Rutgers
the graduation of Ed
New Yart at Mend
265-pound Bob Lanier in the despite
the strongest. also faces a major rebuilding
Sludut,
appears
Cincinnati at Denver
lineup, figures to be the best
The Crusaders return-forvrard task.
Only names scheduled
1

, Pro Football
Standings
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By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

Vikings Snap Rams Eleven Five OVC
Game Winning Streak Sunday TeamsPlay
Tonight

Weekend Sports
Summary

NFL Playoff
Schedule

Tigers Meet
Trigg Co.
On Tuesday

Basketball Power In The East
May Swing To Pennsylvania

•Tim McIntire
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Project Discussed
At Regular Meet
Hazel Beta Club

GET DISCOUNT
PRICES in ALL of
OUR EXCLUSIVE
DEPARTMENTS

I

The Hazel Junior Beta Club
met Tuesday, December 2, wIt
Juana Stockciale, president, presiding. Denise Johnson, secretary, read the minutes and Bett
Crabtree, treasurer, gave her
report.
The second project of the
year was discussed. The members have been collecting clothes for the Paradise Children's
Home, and will take them ag
noon an Thursday, December
Monday, December $
The Murray Unit of the Nat- 4.
The members discussed the
ional Hairdressers will have a
Christmas party at the Red formal initiation which will be
Carpet Room at Paris, Tenn., held after the Christmas vacawith the members to meet at tion. The president appointed
the Ezell Beauty School at six a committee to plan the initiap.m. to drive to Paris. The dress tion program which are Juana
Stockdale, Lynn Erwin, Brenda
will be casual.
•••
Overcast, and Denise Johnson.
•••
The annual December family
night of Murray Camp 502 and
Court 728 will be held at 6:30
p.m. at the WOW Hall.
• ••
Murray American Legion Post
73 and Ladies Auxiliary 72 will
have their annual Christmas
Miss Julia Kay Pinkley and
party at six p.m. at the Legion
Gary Lynn Roedemeier, whose
HalL
•••
wedding will be an event of
The Murray State University Saturday, December 20, were
DELIGHT OF THE HOLIDAY HOSTESS — Maglolla
Wousen's Society will have its honored with a dinner party at
loaves — rich, shiny gnaws on one side and velvety brown
Christmas buffet at the Colon- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
on on the other — are dramatically beautiful In largo-scale
ial House Smorgasbord from Nanny on North Ninth Street_
arrangements. You can treat the sterns with a solution of
on Tuesday, November 25th, at
4:30 to 7:00 p.m.
glycerin and water, and this handsome foliage will remain
•••
seven-thirty o'clock in the evenfresh forever.
The Suburban Homemakers ing.
, chose to wear
Miss Pinkie)
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Robert Hendon, 900 Wald- from her trousseau a brown
TO MEET TODAY
rop Drive, for a Chnstmas din- and white knit.
An orange colandar filled
ner at six p.m.
•••
with a lovely arrangement of
—
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The South Pleasant Grove straw flowers and eucalyptus
Judge Clement F. Haynsworth
Jr. meets today with Presiden Homemakers Club will meet at centered the table where dinNixon, the man who unsuccess- the borne of Mrs. Ellis Paschall ner was served buffet style.
The arrangement was presentThe Lynn Grove /3eta Club fully championed his nomina- at 10:30 a.m.
•••
ed to the couple as a special
met on Tuesday, December 2, tion to the Supreme Court.
t,t 1:15 o'clock in the afternoon
The Mattie Bell Hay. Circle
Nixon and Haynsworth were
attending the dinner
for its regular meeting.
scheduled to issue a joint of the First United Methodist Those
Matt Brower, president, pre- statement about Eiaynsworth's Church WSCS will meet at the were Miss Jeanne Diuguid, David McKee, Miss Jane Belote,
sided. The minutes of the last future after the 10:30 a.m. EST church at seven p m.
•• •
Nick Spadifino, Miss Debbie
two meetings were read and meeting.
was expected
It
Edmonds, Baxter Bilbrey, the
the treasurer's report was given Haynsworth would
announce The Cordell* Erwin Circle of
by Vicky Butterworth. The BeUnit- honored coupt&_egd the hoep„
plans to remain 3S chief judge the South Pleasant Grove
•••
ta pledge was led by Dennis
will
meet
Church
Methodist
ed
of the iith U.S. Circuit Court of
Morris.
at the church at seven p.m.
•••
Greg Howard introduced the Appeals.
guest speaker, Dr. James F.
The New Hope Homemakers BOOTS TRIPLE
Thompson of the department
Club will have a dinner at the
cf economics, Murray State UniCommunity Center at six p.m
NEW YORK (UPI)—Jockey
•• •
versity, who talked to the group
Angel Cordero Jr. booted a
The Theta Department of the triple at Aqueduct Wednesday.
about "Money".
Murray Woman's Club will have Cordero scored with After Me
an open meeting at the dub ($9.60) in the third race Misty
house at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Dash ($11.00) in the siith aid
Olga Freeman as guest speakNative Partner ($4.00) in the
er. Hostesses will be Mesdames featured:seventh.
Roy Starks, Edward Shrost,
William Pinkston, and George
Ligon. Members are to bring
gifts for Western State HospiClass of the First Baptist
taL
•• •
Church, Mrs. Archie Simmons,
The Sigma Department of teacher, will have a potluck
the Murray Woman's Club will supper at the home of Mrs.
have its Christmas party for Phillip Mitchell at 8:30 p.m.
• •.
their children. Hostesses are
Mesdames Allen Russell, Clegg
Wednesday, December 10
Austin, Donald Henry, Dolores
The
The women of the Oaks Cott*
Valentine,
Warner,
Buddy
James Cleypool, and Robert V. try Club will meet for bridge at
9:30 a.m. at the club with KaJohnson.
thryn Outland 753-3079 as hos•••
tess. Call for reservations by
Tuesday, December 9
hostess can help you
The Lydian Sunday School Tuesday noon.
over the anxiety of get•• •
of the First Baptist Church will
ting acquainted in new
and
Crafts Club will
The
Arts
have a dinner meeting at the
surroundings and make
Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m. Groups meet at the home of Mrs. Neva
you feel at "Home
II, III, and IV, Mrs. Clinton Waters, 102 South 14th Street,
Sweet Home," again.
Rowlett, Mrs. Clifford Smith, M two p.m. Note change in
She will bring gifts and
and Mrs. Wilson Styles, cap- time.
•• •
vital information from
tains, will be in charge of the
The Welcome Wagon New.
your neighborhood busiarrangements.
•••
ness and civic leaders.
comers monthly bridge will
The Dorcas Sunday School meet at the Student Union cafe
Call
Class of the First Baptist teria at 7:30 p.m.
•••
Phone 763-2378
Church will have a dinner meeting at the Murray Woman's Club The Pottertown Homemakers
House at 6:30 p.m.
Club will meet at the Holiday
IF YOUR SKIRT hangs uneven•• •
Inn at ten am.
The Most
ly,
you
may
be
right
in
style,
• ••
Famous Basket
The Murray Branch of AAUW
according
to
this Norell-dein the World•
will meet at the home of Miss The New Concord Homesigned coat-dress being
Ruth Cole, 814 Main Street, at makers Club will meet at the
shown in New York
7:30 pm.
Community Center at 10:30 asn
•• •
for a Christmas party.
•• •
The Alice Waters, Bessie
Tucker, and Maryleona Frost The Harris Grove HomemakCircles of the First United MeClub will have a Christmas
thodist Church WSCS will have ers
luncheon and party at the home
a joint Christmas meeting at
of Mrs. Bill Wrather at 11 am.
the home of Mrs. Sam Dodson,
•• •
Jr., 900 North 10th Street, a
Thursday, December 11
9:30 a.m. Mrs. Gaylord Forre
The Cumberland Presbyterian
will be guest speaker.
•••
Women of North Pleasant Grove
Kappa Omicron Phi, national Church will have a Christmas
home economics honor society, luncheon and party at the Holiday Inn at 12 noon. Sunshine
MSU, will have a Christmas ba- friends will be revealed, new
zaar from one to five p.m. Is names drawn, and gifts excising
the lobby of the Applied Sci- ed.
ence
•• •
•••
The Westside Homemakers
The Faith Doran and Circle Club will meet at the home of
I of the First United Methodist Mrs. Gracie Erwin at 10:30 a.m.
Church WSCS will have a joint A potluck luncheon will be
meeting at the home of Mrs. served.
Samuel R. Dodson, North 10th
•• •
Street, at 2:30 p.m. Members The South Murray Homemaknote change of time and date. ers Club will have a luncheon
• ••
at the Holiday Inn.
The ROTC Faculty wives of
•• •
cofMurray State will have a
LA PETITE "N" LA PETITE "LS" LA PETITE "LC" LA PETITE"
Grove 128 of the Woodmen
.E1/1.
fee at the hirlioe of Mrs. Eff
23 Jewels,
23 jewels,
23 jewels,
23 irIVOIS, lett. solid
of the World will have a
Birdsong at ten ans.
2 diamonds
4 diamonds.
1 diamonds
gold, 4 diamonds
$70.110
$45.00
• ••
Christmas dinner at the Wo$1111.011
$t2s.$I
man's Club House at 6:30 p in.
Murray
Star
Chapter
No.
433
•••
When you know what makes a watch tick, you'll give a Butosi
Order of the Eastern Star will
Hazel
Woman's Club will
The
meet at the Masonic Hall a'
1:30 p.m. An initiation will be meet at the club room at seven
ALL WATCHES GUARANTEED ONE YEAR
p m.
held.
•••
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DUTCH MILL candies — exclusive at Say-Rite in this area. It's
America's finest quality candy fresh daily fr,m the candy mills.
Remember, you ain't lived until you've tried DUTCH MILL!
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Toys, toys and more toys — ALL AT TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES.
If you've seen 'em on TV. Sav-Rite has 'em! You'll agree, no one but
Santa Claus has more toys than Say-Rite!
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Linda Adams

Friday,. December 12
The Murray TOPS (TalrE Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will meet The North Murray Homemakpotluck
at t* Community Center at ers Club will have a
luncheon at the home of Mr.
seven p.m.
and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman at 11
•••
a.m.
Gifts will be exchanged.
School
The Phebian Sunday
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You'll find our Gift Shoppe brimming over with gifts to please nny
taste and any budget! Christmas shopping is easy at the Gift Shoppe
where you can also have your gifts attractively wrapped,

HOME
SWEET HOME
X,. AGAIN"
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Mr., Mrs. Nanny
Hosts For Dinner
For Bridal Couple

Dr. Thompson
Guest Speaker At
Lynn Grove Meet
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Everything for the smoker! . . . including "008". the wise
tobacco exclusive in our large pipe and tobacco department. We
have many exclusive smoker items in all price ranges
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Every woman loves jewelry and Sav-Rite has a
choose from including the most famous, popular wonderful variety to
brand names. You'll
find lovely pieces at pleasing prices.
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Save up to 50% on Christmas Items!!
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Including:
Cody, Revlon, Tabu, Ambush, White Shoulders, intimate, Wind Song, My Sin,
and Others!
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CHANEL NO. 5 PERFUME
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8 Different Colors On 1 Spool!
Waterproof! Won't Tear!
Say-Rita's
Low Price

TAGS, CARDS & SEALS
Big Variety of Each
in Large Package
98e
Value

Say-Rite . . Headquarters for All
Your Health & Beauty Aids!

ALL MEN'S
GIFT SETS
REDUCED

25 TABLETS
All American Made by Noma! Pre-tested. Each

49e

Alka-Seltzer

Value

Shop Say-Rite for Discount
Prices on Jade East, Old
Spice, Hai Karate, Faberge,
BriNiih Sterling, 9 Flags and
Many Others!

ban

$25 Value

Any Girl Alive Would
Appreciate Chanel No. 5!

'1.29
Value

UNTIL CHRISTMAS
.16,111Y11
.311111

)111611111W

SPeciai

•

UI

OPEN DAILY
TO 9
SUNDAY
12:30 T08

PRICES GOOD I ODAY thrti
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14th!

plentY
of Gifts
for
that

Reg. or Foil
_fildarge Rolls

100 FT. SUPERSTRONG RIBBON

CAPTURE THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS WITH PICTURES! Say-Rite
... Complete Discount Headquarters for All Camera and Photo Supplies,
Fast, Quality Film Developing!

NI

CHRISTMAS PAPER

i
// .W:
/
7
6.,../.

AND OTHERS . . . AT BIG, BIG SAVINGS!

so

III

Priced

GET ALL THE FAMOUS TOYS BY MATTEL, IDEAL, REMO,

III

Gift

Wrappings,
Ornaments,
Candles,
Novelties,
All Christmas 01)
Needs Discount

If You've een'm On Tv
SAV-RITE HAS 'EM!!

III

ICES.
e but

•114

ALL TOYS DISCOUNT PRICED

IH

COMPARE SAV-RITE'S PRICES
ON COMPLETE STOCKS
OF CHRISTMAS SUPPLIES!

Light Burns Separately!

Guaranteed
To Light!

$1.79
Value

So gentle to
Normal Skin!
$1.09 ea. Value

ROLL-ON
DEODORANT

A GIFT ANYONE WOULD APPRECIATE —
DELUXE SOLID STATE . . .

III

ONLY A FEW OF MANY GIFT IDEAS!!

hi

QUALITY NYLONS

111

BRUT AFTER SHAVE b, FEBERGE
Bold 'N Brash . .. in
Attractive Package!
3.2 oz.

First Quality! 100% Nylorl!
Streak-Free!
Knitted-in Heel & Toe
Seamless Mesh!

AN

We

$6 Value

1-Maalox

• Smart Leatherette Carrying Case
• Telescopic Rod Antenna
• Plugs Easily Into Outlet

SUSPENSION

$4"

2.

(32.

ANY MAN WOULD APPRECIATE A
on a Large Supply for Yourself!

JUST ONE OF MANY CPECTALS IN
01.. SMALL APPLIANCE DEPT.!

Say-Rite for All Your Christmas
Nuts at Discount Prices, vacuum
sealed cans, plastic bags of Pecans, Almonds, Walnuts, Brazil
Nuts and Many More . . . All
F-R-E-S-H!

51.19
Value

Gift or
Stock Up

Value

Kills Germs by the Millions
on Contact!

$39.95 Value

55

S39.85

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

NORELM RECHARGEABLE RAZOR
Triple header with microgroove heads
and pop up trimmer or fast comfortable
shaves!

AM-FM AC-DC TRANSISTOR RADIO

SCRIPTO BUTANE LIGHTER
It's the one Butane Lighter that really
works. Discount prices start at '3.98.

HI

QUALITY PANTY HOSE
8tocit up now! This week only, these
quality panty bose with knitted in heel
and toe in 4 sixes are yours for only

HI

78c! 100% nylon, bearnless stretch.
THIS WEEK ONLY!

78

I CAN OF BUTANE LIGHTER FLUID
($1.39 Value) FREE with any Script°
Lighter purchased this week!

Fresh shipments daily! Choose marvelous meltaways, pecan tots, miniatures and variety of
others!

9-9 MON. - SAT. BEL-AIR SHOPPING
12:30 - 6pm SUNDAY
CENTER
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USE SAV-RITE'S
EASY LAYAWAY PLAN-!!

America's Finest . . . Exclusive
at Say-Rite in This Area!
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By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
"Under the snow at each December
Lie buds of next year's May,
remember,
Under the snow lie the next
year's flowers,
And always ahead lie happy
Douglas Malloch
hours,"
That is a comforting thought on
these chilly, frosty mornings, but
what we need in the house is
something bright and cheery.
Nothing fills in the "blossondess"
days of winter like a few carnations. They are not expensive
and last longer than any cut
flowers. They are called the
hospitality",
of
"flowers
probably because they are so
bright and colorful especially the
red ones, and also because of
their delightful odor.
I saw a picture a few days ago,
of a dining table arrangement at
was lovely. It was long and low,
made of greenery and three
short, fat cream-colored candles.
A few bright red carnations were
tucked in at strategic places and
it was so easy to make yet so very
Pretty.
We all have the time-honored
Christmas arrangements each
year. Some we have had for
several years. Let's keep our old
favorites but let's make at least
one new one using new material,

new ideas, new arranging. That
is one of the benefits of being a
member of a Garden Club. So
many new ideas are brought out
and we can take our pick of them.
The Christmas issue of many of
the magazines show interesting
arrangements, many of them a
little too interesting to suit my
conservative taste. But often
some of the queer looking
arrangements will give you an
idea and some can be adapted to
our need or preference.
But I do love the old-fashioned
candles, and greenery and
reindeer and sants' sleigh and
tinsel and red bows. I have an
arrangement made by a granddaughter quite a few years ago.
Its candles are losing their gilt
arid are getting wobbly, but there
is sentiment attached to it and it
is still beautiful and is brought
out each year to a place in our
living room—and I love it.
Did you know that Garden
books make wonderful gifts for a
flower lover? There are books on
roses, on wild flowers, on bulbs
and on every phase of planting,
and growing shrubs and all sorts
of plants for the beginner or the
old pro. There are books on pests
and what to do about them. There
are beautiful books on arranging
flowers that are lovely to look at,
even if we don't attempt the more
elaborate designs. So don't
overlook these when wondering
what to give that certain person.
And in giving, we are reminded
"Blessed are those who can give
without remembering and take
without forgetting,"

Hubby's job
should have limits
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband is in a profession which
caters to women. [It's a personal service, but please don't
say what kind.] He is of Italian descent and speaks the
language very well, altho he was born and raised in the
U. S. A.
One of his clients recently returned from a vacation in
Rome. She is fiftyish and married to a rich man. She's very
attractive and obviously a swinger because while in Rome
she met and had an affair with an Italian. [Don't ask me how
an American woman who can't speak Italian, and an Italian
man who can't speak English ever got to this point, but they
did.] Well, this woman got a love letter from this Italian
man, and since it was written in Italian she asked my
husband to translate it for her. He did. Then she., dictated a
letter to her lover in English, and my husband wrote it for
her in Italian.
At first I thought this was funny, but I don't think it's
funny anymore. [The Italian is also married.]
I told my husband I didn't think he should be doing this.
He thinks rm "square." What do you think?
"SQUARE"
DEAR "SQUARE": If you're "square", I want to be in
all four of your corners.

DEAR ABBY: Lately my husband just loves to go to
these discount stores to buy groceries for me. Abby, my
kitchen cupboards are filled with things I have no use for. I
would prefer to buy my own groceries as no one knows better
than I what I need in my kitchen.
Also, lately, be won't allow me to wash his socks and
underwear. He washes them out himself every night. I tell
him I can do it like I always did, once a week, but he says I
"lose" them for him! Now, Abby, I've been married to this
man for nearly 40 years and I haven't lost any of his laundry
yet.
We raised four nice children who are all married and
gone now, and there are just the two of us home. He retired..._..
Market staawed an advance in
last year and thirabouTd-be the happiest time of our
lives,
• NEW YORK (1.TPI)-Ita the October compared with declines
but his strange ways are mating me nervous. What should!
course of the recent steep in eight of nine economic
do? Don't tell me to send him to the doctor. 11 you could see
market slide, TOP Inc. says, Indicators cited by the Comhim
eat, you'd know he wasn't sick. NERVOUS IN MAINE
have
indivarious technical indexes
merce Department may
become oversold, suggesting cate the pattern which will
DEAR NERVOUS: A "healthy appetite" doesn't
that any sudden news develop-4emerge in the months ahead,. necessarily indicate good
mental health. Your husband's
ments or firming tendency at the firm says.
sudden "strange ways" could be a signal that there
is
— -the 800 level would bring on a
something "wrong" with him. By all means, get him to a
Shearson, Ham mill & Co.
quick rally. A more durable
doctor for a thoro examination from the neck both ways.
rally, however, would probably thinks chances are good that
of current price levels will lure
weeks
several
require
DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with your advice, but not
preliminary stability, the firm enough buyers into the market
adds.
to check the decline. However, when you told the woman whose husband beat her up a lot,
--the firms says, any broad "Any woman who sticks around to let her husband beat her
Stocks acquire or retrieve improvement in prices will
up whenever he feels like it is sicker than he is."
strength only on the downslide probably require tangible
I ought to know because I was a prisoner of such a
because only in this way do evidence of a move toward less
husband for 12 years. He was crazy jealous over nothing and
they lose weak holders on restrictive monetary policy.
put me in the hospital more times than I care to remember.
balance, Gould's Position obI coulan't take it any more, and I finally got up the nerve to
serves. A rising stock, on the
leave him.
other hand, attracts a prepon- Honored
He found me, put one bullet in my hip, one in my leg, and
derance of impulsive buyers
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) —
then he killed himself. I survived, and hope to raise my three
which, in turn, prompts strong Five University of California
wonderful children.
holders to supply stock. There- scientists have been elected to
But I just want you to know, Abby, that there are some
fore, stocks closing on a strong the National Academy of Sei
men you CAN'T leave. And a peace warrant is no use to a
note may actually be weaken- ences. This brings the UC meming themselves by attracting bership up to 110, far ahead of
dead woman.
undependable buyers, while a any comparable institution.
THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE IN ALABAMA
"weak close" may actually be
Election to the academy, esDEAR VOICE: It's better to seek protection for yourself
"indicative of the sort of tablished in 1863, is one of the
and your children than to live in fear of your life and
downside exhaustion in the fact highest honors accorded an Amto be
of general alarm which calls erican scientist or engineer. Memcontinually abused by such a man. True, a peace warrant is
for selective accumulation."
no
use
to
a dead woman, but being the prisoner of a maniac
bership is granted in recognition
is no life either.
of distinguished and continuing
On past performance, it is a achievements in original research.
dependable assump"pretty
CONFIDENTIAL TO EARL: Money IS important. But
tion" the market will start a
only
became it tumbles yes to hey the thins that
about
drove
motorists
U.S.
long-term rally well before the
are more
Important than money.
1 trillion, 10 billion miles durbottom of any economic reces- ing 1968, equal to more than
When you give U. S. Savings Bonds
sion is reached, Spear la Staff 40 million trips around the for
Christmas, you give the gift The First
the
fact
that
The
says.
Inc.
that grows with the years.
earth.
NAGOYA, Japan (UPI)
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
which built Japan's World War II
Zero fighter plane, has completed
a mockup of what will be Japan's
first supersonic jet. The twinengine XT2 trainer is scheduled
to make its maiden flight in 1971.

Wall Street
Chatter

United States Gives $719
Million In Weapons In '68

Filipino Labor
MANILA (UPI) - The
Philippines has a total labor force
of 13.2 million, but 1.1 million
are fully unemployed and 8.5
LOUISVILLE, — About three
million of the total workers earn
million 1969 Federal income Tax
an average monthly pay equiforms for America's farmers
to only $26 each, accordBy PHIL NEWSOM
Its ban on providing "lethal valent
and fishermen were sent to them
ing to Senator Ambrosio Padilla.
and
Pakistan
to
material"
UPI
Foreign News Analyst
around December 1, a month
* I •
India, The committee expressed
earlier than usual, the Internal
As the United States and th "concern" over the amount of
Revenue Service announced toThe nine "parishes" into
day. All other taxpayers will re- Soviet Union seek ways to cut military equipment the two which Bermuda is divided weir
calve their packages about Jan- down on their own nuclear were getting from the Soviet originally known as "tribes!'
arms race, it is a melancholy Union.
uary 1.
* 5*
A first for Internal Revenue fact that around the world as a The recommendation came in
Nixon's
President
the early mailing is an attempt whole the arms race is a report on
As late as 1852, New York
particularl $1.9 billion foreign aid request City officials were considering
to assist the farmers and fish- accelerating,
ermen in taking advantage of among nations that can afford which included $425 million for a law forbidding anyone to drive
military assistance grants.
options open to them in filing It least.
cattle through the streets.
Among the distributors of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller in
returns and paying their tax,
* * *
weapons, mostly to under- his report to the President on
IRS officials said.
The largest sugar refinery in
American tow
Latin
forms, in developed nations, the United his
Estimated tax
the
world is located at Crockett,
recommended liberalized arms
separate package, will reach far- States is the largest.
Calif.
American
naLatin
to
sales
In
1968,
the
total
came
to
about
the
mers and fishermen
same date. In previous years, nearly $719 million, including tions.
Rounding out the gloomy per cent it spends on foreign
the estimated tax forms were sales, grants and training.
was a report from an aid.
pictures
In
the
news
in
recent
days
paincome
tax
the
Included in
The U.S. figure was especialhave been these related items: International research team
ckages.
"Jane's All the World's financed by the Swedish ly influenced by the war in
Farmers and fishermen have
Vietnam, and figures for both
a choice of Ming dates: they Aircraft" reported France has government.
It showed in 1968 the United the United States and the Soviet
may elect to file and pay in built a new ship-to-ship missile
full an estimated tax declara- against which even the United States spent $79.3 billion for Union reflected military aid in
tion by January 15, 19'10, and States' nuclear powered air- military purposes, the Soviet the Middle East.
The Middle East showed the
file an income tax return by the craft carriers might be defense- Union $39.8 billion.
military
For the United States this sharpest rise in
April 15 deadline: or they ml less.
In Washington, the House meant 10 per cent of its spending, increasing by nearly
elect to Me only an income tax
Affairs Committee, national income as compared to 20 per ceut annually over the
return by February 16 and pay Foreign
the tax due with the return. urged the administration to lift the considerably less than one last three years.
Like the other 77 million taxpayers expected to file tax returns for 1969, farmers and fishermen will be using the new
Income tax Form 1040.
The form, which replaces both
the old Form 1090 and the 1040A,
is a one-page basic form to which
separate schedules can be added
to cover any tax situation.

Farmers, Fishermen
Get Forms Early

Down the
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Robert J. path
District Director
Peace Corps Campus
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) —
Almost twice as many Peace
Corps volunteers come from the
University of California at Berkeley than from any other college
campus in the United States.
Sinct the Pe/Les Corps-begaix
eight years ago, 566 graduates
of the Berkeley campus have
completed Peace Corps service
and 367 are now working overseas or preparing for assignments.
*

*
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William Henry Harrison, who
was President only one month,
was the first chief executive to
diemn office.
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BEAUTIFUL SCOTCH PINES - 3 TO 10 FEET
MURRAY CITY PARK, TENNIS COURTS
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OPEN TIL 9 P.M. EVERY NIGHT
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PROCEEDS TO HELP ESTABLISH A SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM FOR DESERVING

TALLY
none. Powder Blue.

POW

WOW

Black. Red.

Ryan Shoe Store

TWA
KNIFE AT THROAT
stewardess Barbara Smithden; looks relaxed back in
Philadelphia after her ordeal
with the airliner hijackei
who held .a knife at her
throat as he hustled her to
the cockpit to force the
niglPt to Cubit. She sustained
small cuts on Or hands. She
Is from Burlingame. Calif

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY BOYS PLANNING TO ATTEND MURRAY STATE

CO
30.. National
metre sal
seitvice for
al awn 109
yokr home.
typis selling

UNIVERSITY, AND TO HELP FUND THE MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY GRADE
SCHOOL FOOTBALL PROGRAM.

'BUY A TREE AND HELP A BOY'

m
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POR SALO

52, New Yor
re considerins
inyone to drive
streets.
gar refinery in
ed at Crockett,

MOTICE
12 GAUGE Shotgun, pump, two
ELECTROLUX SALICS It Serbarna $75.00 ow best offer.
vice, Box 113, Murray, Ky., C.
D-8-C M. Sanders.
Phone 3824176,
CALIRER
RIFLE, 74that au- Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-PIC
ic
, scope end slag. $40.00
BELTONE factory trash hears. beet otter. OW 7534113.
ing aid batteries for all make
D414 hearing
aids, Wallis Drop.
ONE AKC Regiared toy PoodTPC
le, male, cdght weeks o/d. $65.00.
Phone 7534090 ear 4:00 p. m.

funat

DINING ROOM table end als
*hairs, io good condition. Phone
4924656.
D4P

ds on foreign
was especialthe war in
tires for both
and the Soviet
nilitary aid in

USED OFFICE equipment Including desks, chairs, adding
machine*, legal size filing cabPhone 7534600,753-7130
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p.
TFC

st showed the
military
In
.ing by nearly
sally over the

U. S. PC6T OFFICE in Bruceton, Tennessee. Long leans with
Government. High return on investment. Phone Joe Hanley,
_ _Cadiz, Ky., 5224261.
DP
AKC REGISTERED solid black
toy Poodle puppies. Will be six
weeks old by Xmas and ready
to sell. Phone 753-7941. D4C

Lose 10 lbs. in
10 days on
Grapefruit
Diet
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
(Special) - This is the revo.
lutionary grapefruit diet that
everyone is suddenly talking
about. Thousands of copies
have been passed from hand
to hand in factories, plants
and offices throughout the
U.S.

Because this diet real I y
works. We have testimonials
reporting on its success. If
you follow it exactly, you
should lose 10 pounds in 10
BALDWIN ORGANS, new end
days. No weight loss in the
need Spinet Pianos. L0121003 first four days but you Will
suddenly
drop 5 pounds on
Plano Company. "Your Comthe 5th day. Thereafter lose
plate Murk Store" Across from
one pound a day until the
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
10th day. Then you will lose
H-D4C 1
pounds every two days
until you get down to your
1966 MOBILE HOME. Excellent
proper weight Best of all,
there will be no hunger
condition, two bedroom, 10' by
51'. Central heat and air-con- • pangs. Revised and enlarged,
this diet lets you stuff yourdning. Phone 753-8496.
self with formerly "forbidD-O-C
den" foods, such as steaks
trimmed with fat, roast or
IMICIAL magitt
fried chicken, gravies, mayWomea's Club cook- onnaise, lobster swimming in
butter, bacon fats, sausages
books and Kentucky scenic
marambled eggs and still
placemar Call 428-216 or 753- and
lose weight. The secret be4198 for latorsaatian. Der-1$C
hind this "quick weight loss"
CI!
rm-p-te.-rit
-n-or
PIANOS, GUTTARS, Banjos and
form fat. And the grapefruit
ethers. Christmas special, used
Juice in this diet acts as a catalyst (the "trigger"), to start
Baldwin, also 5 toot Baby
the fat burning process. YOU
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy
stuff yourself on the permitPhone 527-8955, Bentor Ky.
ted food listed in the diet
Jan.41-C plan, and still lose unsightly
fat and excess body
A
FULL BLOODED German Shep- copy of this startling fluids.
successful diet can be obtained by
herd puppies. Will make a nice
Christmas gift. Phone 498-85211. sending 62 to

a
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-
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D4I-NC
MORELE HOME, 1968 Liberty,
12' x 50'. Like new. Murray
Mobile Homes, Hwy. 641 South.
Phone 753-3640.
D4C
UTILITY TRAILER, 8 foot high,
four foot wide and 16 foot long.
t4we six ply tires priced to
sail, $175.00. Phone 753-9772.
D-10-NC
DM BLACK and white TV, ss
inch pure tube, leas than one
year old. Also twin beds with
wirings. Phone 753-4862. D-8-C

HAND-MADE GIP'TS. Gifts of
Art. Also mum "Mod" Gifts
for the teenager. Phone 12 to
5 daily. The Gallery.
1)46C
"NEVER used anything like it,"
say users of Blue Lustre for
cleaning comet Rent etectiic
shampooer $1. Big K. D-13-C
BEDROOM SUITE, bed newel&
drapes. See at 902 MaLn or call
7534969.
1TC

IMILP WANTED

lasilay fee an eppormisy?
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rem W. aged lb ••• for this
preorms - insif
dlu *Ow
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:MALE HELP WANTED

SALES CONTACT MAN. Over
30.. National credit firm needs
mature salesman to establish
service for Business-Professional men 109 mile radius from
yottr home. If you have any
type selling experience, this Is
ungoediate and unusual moneymaking opportunity with rapid
cement. $150 weekly peril qualified. Write Box
NO; 32.-F, Murray, Ky. D-10-P

=

FOR A BIG PAY JOB AS A CLAIMS ADJUSTER

Call 'Nide)
, For FREE
I nspectlen
Phone 753-7014
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-196

You can earn top money ir this fast moving, actionpacked field. Insurance I'vestigators are urgently
needed to settle claims wc,th billions of dollars annually'. The tremendous im:rease of auto accidents
alone have doubled the ne3c1 of qualified adjusters.
Train at home in your spare t me followed by two weeks
Resident Training at schoo owned facilities, MIAMI
BEACH, FLORIDA or LAS VEGAS, NEVADA. Nationwide employment assistance- Write for FREE information Accredited MemberNat,onalHorne Study Council.
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VA APPROVED FOR vEtERAN

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

AND ..,.tRvICE PERSONNEL UNDER NEW Gi

Pitons 7S3-l4
INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOLS, Dept(.311
1901 N.W. 7 St., Miami, Florida 33125
Please Print
Name
Address
City
Age

• Advisee Se Managerial
pram within 2 te 3
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• Orstaseag•apl•y•e
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POR RENT

POR RENT

10' x 50' MOBILE HOME, newly furnished, nice location, two
miles east of Murray. Families
preferred. Contact 762-3737 between 8:30 a. in. and 4:30 p. a.
D-13-P

TWO - BEDROOM =furnished
house. Inquire at Ed's Food
Market, 16th and Main. D4C
TWO-BEDROOM 12' x 50' trailer. Nice mobile home village.
Phone 753-3895.
D-84

Mexico Acts
On Drugs
MEXICO CITY (UPI) Mexican pharmacies will no longer sell barbituates, sleeping pills,
and similar drugs without a doctor's presciliption, on order of
the Federal Health Department.
Sale of such drugs without a
prescription had been legal in
Mexico for years.

BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee
* * *
TRAILER, 10' x 50', air condiApartments, South 16th Street
tioned,
electric
Phone
heat.
753C. P. Williams
across from Westview Nursing
The California Constitution,
D-12-C
Home. Two bedrooms, bath, 7856.
with 75,000 words, is the third
utility room, living room, kitchSouttinde Manor
longest in the world, after
en and dining area. Carpeted. The Veterans Administration Louisiana
Phone 7534702
and India.
Electric
heat.
conditioned.
independent
Air
Govlargest
is
the
Murray, Kentucky
* * *
Refrigerator, built-in stove and ernment agency, employing more
oven, dishwasher and garbage than 147,000 full-time people.
About three-fourths of CanaWW1 HOP wanted. Night shift, disposal furnished.. Phone 753- -with-about - 87 percent -of
's -etertrtrttels- generated tram
D-8-C staff assigned
3:00 p. In. to 11 p. in., male or 4974 or 753-3855.
to the DIthv dro.electric. power.
female. Apply in person to Dart
ment of Medicine and Surgery.
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone (mils please.
TIC

Time Finance Co.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

3-Teutonic deity
4-Mark left by
1 -Peer Gynt's
wound
mother
5-City in Ohio
4.A continent
6-Buys back
(abbr )
7-Suffix: like
6-Lasso
8-The csama
11-Hit
9-Note of scale
13-Student at
10-Concurs
Annapolis
15-River in Italy
12-Above
16-Commemorative 14-Roman date
marches
17-The sweetsop
18-Artificial
20-Dines
language
23-Physician
19-Note of scale
(abbr.)
21-Repetition
22-Paradise
24-Hebrew letter
24-Toll
25-Permits
26-Want
27-Depression
28-Female ruff
30-Heavy cord
29-Chemical
32 Organs of
compound
hearing
31 -Pintail duck
33-Steamship
35-Oars
(abbr.)
37-Parent (colloq.)
34.Cease
36-Break suddenly
38 Football
position (abbr.)
40-Mast
42-Walk wearily
45-Period of time
47-Prepare for
print
49-Blemish
50-Parent (colloq )
52-Girl's name
54-Man's
nickname
55-Guido's low
note
56-Bogs down
59-Spanish article
61-Tell
63-Blame
65-Painful spots
66-Symbol for
50
tantalum
67-Music. as
written

.713

SIIIRVICILS OPIIIIRID

MISS SWANSON,\
I DON'T UNDERSTAND
THE FOURTH
PROBLEM

OF COURSE, I DON'T REALLL(
UNDERSTAND THE OTHER THREE
PROBLEMS, EITHER...

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

HOMOO
soonn
61101009 nOVOW1
OM DOMOBOU GO
OMO MOON POO
DOM MOM MOO
OU1NO0 BOUM
MOP POW
MOMO 000061(1
81109 6100 MOO
1510U GOOMN P00
DO WUMUUM9 OR
WOUMUM aqUMMO
mono
OUORM

38 Nocturnal
mammal
39-Rasps
41-Crowd
disturbance
43-Interfere with
unwarrantably
44-Liquid measure
(abbr.)

46-Part of "to be"
48 Noodle
51 At a distance
53-Alms box
57 Devoured
58 A state (abbr.)
60 Meadow
62 Behold,
64 Prprioun

1111111111111MIINI111111111111
11111M1111111111•111111M11111
•uz II

t.M13111111110:111111111111Nit.'
iiiiiiiiiii4°111111511S111111111WHill

- DOWN
1-Snake
2-Retail .._
establishments

illigialli11111111111111sisild
JIUUUSRUU
60

Disity. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Peanuts®

WANTED: seamstress, part or
full time. Experience preferred.
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners.
D4C

by Charles M. Schulz

ACTUALLY, I CON'T UNDERSTAND
MATH AT ALL

LET'S FACE IT,., I DON'T
EVEN ONCERSTAND 50402 !

5211 W. Jefferson
L.A. Calif. 90016
Money-back guarantee. If
after trying the diet you have
not lost 7 pounds in the first
Seven days, another 6 pounds
In the next 7 days, and 1 1/2
pounds every two days thereafter, simply return the diet
plan and your $2 will be refunded promptly and without
argument. Tear out this message as • reminder. Decide
now to regain the trim attractive figure of your youth.

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
01"1:r '1:11°Ita
SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th

WILL KEEP elderly man in my
home, room and board with
nursing care. Phone 753-6541.
D4-F'
AKC TOY apricot Poodle Mud.
Call 753-3980.

No lobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

pletely remodeled, plush shag
carpeting throughout beautiful draperies, electric beet and
air conditioning. New Frigidaire
appliances, range with ,oelfcleaning oven, refrigerator' with
vertical freezer and ice maker.
Also dishwasher and garbage
dieposal. This is truly a beautiful home and is reduced for
quick sale as owner is leaving
the state. Phone 753-1474 or
7534775 after 5:00 p. m. D4C

MRS JONES HIRED
ME TO MIND HER
LITTLE

HIS MOTHER GAVE
STRICT ORDERS
NOT TO LET HIM
SUCK HIS THUMB

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502
iletereen 8:00 a. in. and
SAM D.

OR

YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free estimates. Call 7534123.
TIC
WILL TAKE few Waled horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stab/es,
telephone 7534977.
Dec.44.1

TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
trimmed or removed. LandtIc
scaping. Yard care. For them
services call Keiley's Termite
EXPERIENCED horse shoeing.
and Pest Corutol 753-3914, Ic- DEBBIE RUSSELL is now em- Steve Halley, phone 753-6209.
osted 100 South Mk Street. ployed by Doris' Beauty Saion
D4C
H-D-10-C at 624 Broad Ext. She would
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
appreciate the patronage of all and all small
appliances repairher friends. Make appointments
ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6087.
FOR SALE OR RENT
with Debbie by dieling 753-6474
Jan.4-C
D44'
MOBILE HOME, 1968 Shelby,
RETIRED
VET
like
would
job
12' x 61' Spanish, city gas, °me- SPECIAL on permanent waves,
tal heat and air, under-pan- $10.50 for $8.00, $12.50 for as jaintor or night watchman.
neied, wail-to-wall carpeting, $10.00. Call for appointment Beat of references. Phone 753D-10-P
two bedroom, front patio, trail- Doris' Beauty Salon, phone 753- 8386.
er turned length wise. Located 6474.
D'4C I WILL do baby sitting in my
4 /be Meadows South leth
home. Call 753-8776.
D-8-P
St., immediate occupancy, cou=TAT,
SALB
POR
MAL
ples only. Phone 753-6344.
D-11-C TWO-BEDROOM home, comWANTED: Combination book
clerkeecretary
kesperpayroil
for man power project. Submit
applications by December 9.
Coutact S. A. Porter, Project
Director, 443-8463, 1400 Thompsoa Ave., P. 0. Box 1300, RadiiKy. This is an equal opD-O-C
nity employer.

MEN-TRAIN NOW
Former U.S. Army mechanic and s.ervice station attendant, EDWARD D. PAIGE, es r,%V employed as
staff adjuster by Free State Adjusters in Virginia.
"Your I.A.S. Home•Study Course i, in my opinion,
the best that can be obtained. A ,o. the Resident
Training I received gave me a gOol working knowledge and understanding of the claim adjusting
business."

Assistant Managers
far
Training Program

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Thirty-seven Justice Department
lawyers who oppose President
Nixon's school desegregation
policies have each contributed a
day's pay to efforts to fight the
policies.
Gary J. Greenberg, fired
leading the lawyers'
after
ROACHES
revolt last summer, revealed
Carry Germs
The White House said Nixon the fund raising during a
SPIDIIRS
has made no decision on speech In Chicago. He said the
Are Poison
further troop withdrawals from, money - more than $1.000 TERMITES
Vietnam and no announcement was sent to the NAACP Legal
Eat Your Home
Is expected at the President's Defense Fund, which is opposing government stands in many
Locally owned and operat- news conference Monday night.
school desegregation cases.
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 34 hours a day.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon met separately
Wednesday
Philip C.
with
Habib, acting chief U.S. negotiator at the Paris talks, and
with Sir Robert Thompson, a
British expert in guerrilla
warfare just tack from Vietnam.

NOTICE

WANTED: household help, ODM
day a week. Must furnish own
tramp:ration Call 753-3897 after 4:30 p. m.
D-O-C

Citrus Diet Plan

1968 SINGER, Golden Zig-Zag,
darns, monograms, embroider- THE CINDERELLA Beauty Saies, etc., guaranteed. Balance lon is now open for business.
$52.77 or terms. Write Credit Pixie Nance is the owner and
Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris, operator. 'mated in Lynn
Tenn. 38242, or call 901442- Grove. For appointment call
D4C
4836.
D-11-C 436-5361.

C

CONTRIBUTE PAY

SEPARATE DISCUSSIONS

JP!) - The
„otal labor force
but 1.1 million
loyed and 8.5
al workers earn
tidy pay equiL6 each, accordnbrosio Padilla.
parishes" into
s divided weie
as "tribes."

MONDAY - DECEMBER 8 1869

1968 cHivitoLar Impala nes
tom. Power steering, disc brakes
and windows. Tour season cometortron, radio, four speed transmission, 396 engine, Corvette
wheels with new wide oval
Urea. Phone 753-4775 after 500
ITC
p-a.
1964 FORD T-BIRD, 61,000
miles, new tires, clean, $995.00.
Call 436-5331.
D-10-C

DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom. In city school district
Extra large master bedroom 1962 COMET two door, straight
with carpet throughout No city shift. Cheap. Call L. K. Pinkiey
D-11-P
tar 753-6202 after 5:00.,.p. m. at Purdom's.
11-13-C
VW, beige sedan, only 17,.
KING KEE LOTS or selvage. 1968
miles. In perfect condition.
000
Level lots, some with tress.
buy two ways, owner must
Oaks Club Road. Couzitry Club Can
sell quickly. Call 753-6832.
Estates, telephone 734977.
D-10-P 1
Due.4-C

LISTEN TO REASON!LET THESE
FOLKS FROVi OUTER SPACE HAVE
WHAT THEY WANT AND YOU•RE
RICH MINI! THE PROOF IS
IN MY HANDS!

WHAT'S THE WIN' RATE
FOR MAKIN' DOORMATS
OUTA OURSELVES,
HAGSTONE

THE SKY'S THE LIMITLIGO ALONG
WITH ME AND I GUARANTEE
NONE OF YOU WILL.EVER FACE
A FINANCIAL THREAT
AGAIN!I

I'VE PICKED UP HA6STONE.
C.OMMANDER HEE TALKING
IQ THE TOWNSPEOPLE
NOW...

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
IT'S TIM&>10'WAS

AN LOVILS YO:MISS
McSWINJE.IWIF ALL

TH'SINCERITY OF A
MAYOR'S HEART!!

A RESPECTABLE
MLA
IR
KEI
RT
EN
D'W°
RiCW
STN/
OILS!!

LOOK
MOWS
TALK We

THE LEDGER

&

TIMES
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Quotes From The News

(Continued From Pam Owe)
By UNITED MISS INTERNATIONAL
(Cos-timed From Page Onel
prescribed Miss
with
cordance
keep her going. She wanted to
ed for her quick conquest of
America Pageant standards.
nouncement from the White
be held but only if we were
LIVERMORE. Calif. — Dick Carter, manager of a motornotarial services for Mrs. Ai- House:
for the America's musical world.
appeared
girl
Each
GARWOOD
DARRELL
By
rock inn.
standing up. Yeah, she's spoil- leen Miller, age 68, of Kinsey
near
thirty-years-ago
Born
:ycle race track where The Rolling Stones and other
"This decline in strength be- WASHINGTON at — The Judges three times below the
ed. • After all, you just can't Route One were held Sunday at
West Sweden, staged Saturday night's giant rock concert. commenting on Rips
in
Falkenberg
selected;
were
finalists
five
re
484,000
authorized
low the
manpow
let her lie there and yelL
1:30 p. m. at the New Liberty suits from a temporary slow- Defense Departmeots.
first, in evening dresses, then in Miss Finnila's first acquaintance aftermath.
Baptist Church with Rev. Lem down in the replacement flow en experts are convinced the individual talent presentations with music was listening, as an
help Me
"I have about two hundred youngsters staying to
have
net
little
will
lottery
draft
Reading that Sweden is export- Morgan end Rev. Robert Moore
Infant, to evenings of chamber
suits.
swim
in
and
add
thousands."
an
represent
not
does
and
use
recruit
forces
could
effect on armed
:lean up but I
ing Kentucky grown rough-cut officiating.
A final judging of the five music performed by her famitional redeployment increas- ing or the reserve officers pro.
tobacco for pipes flavored with
ily. She began to sing at a very
Grandsons served es pallbeerpersonality
and
poise
involved
gym.
Kentucky bourbon. It sells for era and burial wee in the New ment."
SAN JOSE, Calif. — The father of Susan Atkins, saY114
early age and at seventeen left
President Nixon was to bold They conoelfmar take as each was asked to answer
$15.00 a pound. If some enter- Liberty Cemetery with the Ronot believe her testimony that she was under a "hypnotic
Gother
in
voice
does
Study
to
home
extemporaneously a question
prising Kentuckian could come beret Funeral Home of Mayfield a nationally televised news con- "Noe time to prove their point,
lessons
Finnila's
Miss
burg.
influence" during the Sharon Tate slayings:
to them by Miss
up with this mixture he should in charge of the arrangements. krence tonight amid reports :Ae because Defense Secretary Mel- put
of It. She P
an
soon
by
were
interrupted
pageant
were:
the
"I think she is just trying to talk her way out
n
i
g
d
u
J
.
k
c
o
l
F
might be ready to announce a yes R. Laird has already schebe able to sell it at considerresinew
a
early
and
Mrs. Millier died Thursday at
marriage
help."
Floyd H. Edwards, assistant
sick and needs
ably less than $1500 per the Murray-Calloway County further troop cutback from duled a 220,000-ma reduction
dence in Finland; two years
In the armed forces by July 1. managing editor and featured
pound, since he would live in Hospital. She was a member of Vietnam.
husband
Finnish
her
she,
later
As part of the "Vietnamiza- The result is that the draft, columnist of The Louisville
HONG KONG — Businessman Simeon Baldwin, one of two
the immediate vicinity of his in the New Liberty Baptist Charfamily returntion" program, headquarters an- after being discontinued ato. Times; Mrs. Donald Ostermil- and their yotuig
released from 10 months of Communist Chinese capAmericans
gredients.
ch.
where Miss Finnounced that the Saigon gov- gather in November and De- ler, Louisville, and William ed to Sweden
Survivors ens her husband,
tile resumed her serious study tivity, telling what he saw:
Notice the VC will hold a three- Wesley Miller; four sons, Willie ernment would assume com- cember, will take only 12,500 Hamilton, Louisville, president In Gothenburg and, later, in
"There are preparations for war everywhere. There are
Coast rnen in January. Tint is less and director of the Miss Kenday truce period at Christmas Gay Miller of Farmington Route mand Tuesday of a U.S.
roadblocks and militia training everywhere and the Chinese told
London.
turned then half of the monthly aver- tucky Scholarship Pageant.
and New Year's. If these truce One, James Howard Miller of Guard cutter, the sixth
against American and Soviet invasions."
Since her professional debut me they were preparing
periods are like all the rest, Water Valley, Richard Miller ever to the South Vietnamese age for the ftrat 10 months of
Wu
Brownfield,
is
who
fiveChina this year.
— only siz years ago, in Gowe can expect additional seli. of Pilot Oak, and Phillip Miller for patrolling the South
feet-seven, weighs 125 pounds
HONOLULU — Jane Lee Johnson, 5, worried over a serious
thenburg — Miss Finnila's cavity and we hope that Ameri- of Detroit, Mich.; four daugh- Sea Coast.
With or without a loiters, the and has blue eyes, is a seni
headquardeveloped
in Europe has
shortage of Christmas trees from the West Coast caused by a
On the battlefield,
can forces will be more on ters, MTS. Odell Smith of Maymanpower experts say, a letup English and history major at reer
Festwoshell.
overnight
Wiener
the
quickly:
44
reported
ters
dispute, asking her mother:
shipping
their guard than ever. The small field Route Three, Mrs. A. 0.
in the draft invariably brings a Murray State. She also is the
in
"Where will Santa put my presents if we don't have a
niceties of civilization such as Smith and Mrs. Jimmy Ashlock ings against Allied targets, kill reduction In voiunteering. SO if senior representative on t h e chen, Deutsches Bachlest
wound.
Wuppertal, the Handel Festi- Christmas tree?"
telling the truth and observ- of Mayfield, arid Mrs. Helm ing two Americans and
recruiting shows a big redue- Student Government.
ing six. Official sources said tom at the abut of the year it She is a member of the Al- val at Gottingen, the Festival of
ing their word are practically Rule of Fort Knox.
unknown among these people. Also surviving are two bro- there were 25 attacks in the pro- may take some time to sort out pha Omicron Pi social sorority, Flanders in Antwerp. the BerUS 3-4 260-280 lbs $25.50-26.00
Saigon, the the reasons for it
lin Philharmonic, the StockSOWS:
then, Leonard West of Detroit, vinces surrounding
and served as its rush chairPhilharmonic
Oslo
and
holm
months.
two
in
Coach Bill Furgerson wilt- Mich. and Bryan West of Grav- most
The theory is that a man who man this past fall at which
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $2l.50-2250;
Troopers of the U S. lit Air drew a high number in the lot- time 24 pledges joined the Orchestras, the Festivals at
speak at the Henry County Con- es County; two sisters, Mrs.
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.50-Z1.50;
Helsinki, San Sebastian and
solidated School football lam- 1210Yd Cope and Mrs. Thorp Fu- Cavalry Division fought all nine tery is going to be motivated to group.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-20.50
quet tonight over in Paris. Bill trell of Graves County; 28 of the clashes reported from enlist, and that his additional Following graduation next Montreux
EngMoore,
Gerald
north
was
It
frontier
Cambodian
the
News
Federal State Market
wks on the staff of former grandchiklren; 18 great grandmotivation will jut about off- June, she plans to continue stuand northwest of Saigon, includ- set the man who can forget dy at Murray State, working to land's greatest accompanist and Service 12-8-'69 Kentucky Pur- Family Affair
Coach Jim CuRiven when he
LOUIS(UP1)- No sooner
ing a two-hour fight this morn- military service altogether be ward a master's degree in pre- long associated with the great chase Area Hog Market Report
was at MSU. Jim is coach at
did Patrolman Charles Burgoon
ing that left 33 North Vietnahis lottery number was paration for a teaching career Kathleen Ferrier, who introduc- Includes 10 Buying Stations.
HCIL
ed Birgit Finnila to London In
mese dead against no Ameri- low.
Receipts 1908 Head, Barrows retire from the police force, than
•n the college level.
the spring of 1966. It was Mr. and Gilts 50t Risher; Sows, his son Joseph joined up.
can losses.
The same will apply to men
eight In college, who will carry their
sent
This past summer, Mies ?doore's farewell appearance in Steady to 50e Higher.
Headquarters
Albuquerque, N.M., is nickwaves of B52 bombers on raids drift lottery numbers with Brownfield toured Europe fo. London and Miss Finnila's de- US 2-3 200-230 lbs $27.00-21.50;
named
the "Duke City" because
hailed
joyously
the
London
but.
a
during
with
State
frontier
Murray
weeks
the
along
five
$26.50-27.00;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs
Note to Murray Civic Music As
them throughout their four
night in an attempt to head off years of study. If their number foreign studies group, and dur- Miss Finnila and Mr. Moore im- US 2-4 240-260 lbs U6.00-2830; it originally was named after
sociation members. The cona Spanish duke.
an expected "high point" of Is high, they will be motivated ing the summer of 1968 worked mediately recommended her to
cert this aiming Thursday will
around to remain in the Reserve Of- as a waitress in a Yellowstone his colleagues in America.
activity
Communist
be held in the auditorium of
Norway gave us Flagstad and
National Park resort
Christmas.
ficers Training Corps ROTC.
the University School, not the
NEW YORK ton — Stocks
When she isn't studying to now Sweden has given t h e
Biggest of the weekend batLaird's economy reductions
large auditorium of the univeropened mixed today in moder- tles was a clash 60 miles northwere scheduled at a time when maintain her 3.3 over-all scho- world Miss Birgit Finnila who
sity. This is on 16th Street The ate
turnover.
i
Saturday
Saigon
of
west
the
nation had a combined troop lastic average (out of a possible wears modestly but properly
reason is that so much of 15th
Despite a lack of constructive whicn American troops accomstrength of 3,415,000 men. It 4.00), she is either working as the mantle once worn supreme
Street is blocked by the con- news some analysts
felt the list
struction underway on the Fine may be reedy to move forward. panied by some South Vietna- is now thought that within iino a secretary to Dr. Wayne Beas- ly by Breslau, Homer, Soh*
mese called in air strikes in the total may be brought down ley, a professor of history at mann-Heink, Ferrier and AndArts Building addition. There
One analyst noted that Met guerrillas who attacked them. to
3,120,000, a reduction of al- the University, or writing skits erson.
are parking lots on 16th Street. week's ahem slide could bring
and special presentations for
most 300,000.
2(1
After
of
minutes
attacks
In the bargain.htmters although
This depends- on whether ad- her sorority.
AminoIlan Captain John Nelson concern over tight credit and by—CS. F100 _Supersabres and
speaking of the alleged mass- inflation still ovestung Wall' helicopter gunships, the Allied ditional withdrawals from VietWriting, she says, is one of
acre at My Lai: "I don't believe Street.
troops counted 45 Communist narn prove possible. For plan- her favorite hobbies. She also
a massacre ever happened. I've
Shortly after the opening, the soldiers slain. A while later, ning purposes, Laird is still as- likes to draw and paint.
been in the field around here'. UPI marketwide indicator show- they reported killing six more suming the total draft for 1970
No stranger to a stage, Miss
will be about 250,008 men, or Brownfield also was named re
forfour months, and this is ed a loss of 0.08 per cent of in a brief firefight
the first I've heard of any mai- 970 issues crossing the tape.
U.S. troops fought six smal- about 25,000 fewer than this cently to play, the part of the of age is eligible for chest x
sacre. The charges are rubbish. There were 139 declines and ler skirmishes along the bord- year.
witch in "Rapunzel and the ray. 11 under 18 years of age
CORN I NO*WARE
That place was in enemy ter- 190 advances.
cr Sunday, 60 to 94 miles north
Witch," the University Theater's and have a positive akin test,
spokesa
eligible,
also
are
you
ritory. The women moved aprebe
to
of
production,
Much
Saigon.
the
of
fightchildren
New 3-Pc, TRIO SET
International Nickel dipped
round at night and they knew 1/4 to 41 518, while Sears, Roe- ing centered around the Green
sented January 14, 15 and 16. man said
he
will
woman
No pregnant
how to cut throats and the chil- buck lost 3/8 to 65 7/8. Ray- Beret camp at Bu Dop, 90 miles
4 QT. SAUCEPANS Mode of Pyro/
2-13
/
1-11
Although this is her first
dren could strip down a weapon theon eased 1/4 to 34 3/8, north of the capital.
cerom brand material so they con go from
time to win, Miss Brownfield x-rayed except by a doctors
like professionals"
freezer cold to oven or range top without
Military spokesmen said heli(Continued From Page One) has finisned near the top in written request, the officials
Johns-ManviLle 1/ to 31 1/4.
breaking or warping. Set of 3 in most popcopter gunships for the U.S. who hen a
area beauty com- said.
recent
ither
laceration over the
The public is urged to take
We notice that Polish scientists
1st Air Cavalry Division acsizes. 2411/P33.
ular
petitions.
left eye.
counted for 32 of the guerrillas
have invented a pill to chase
She was second runnerup In advantage of this service which
Inman
Vickie
of
Puryeer,
away the blues caused by bad
slain in two encounters after
Jackson Pur- is provided through the coopTenn., Route One, age 16, was 1967 in the Miss
weather. It is estimated that 110
beauty contest at eration of ELKS clubs of KenSeven persons were cited by American troops spotted t h e treated at 10:30 p. m
Fair
chase
Saturday
to 70 per cent of the year in the Murray Police Department Communist troops on the move.
summer tucky, State Department of
for an abrasion to the left knee. Mayfield, and this past
southern Poland unfavorable over the weekend. They were
runnerup Health and the Calloway CounOne cavalryman was killed
second
named
was
Reports of these accidents
weather prevails.
title of "Miss Posture" ty Health Department.
four for curfew violations, one and four were wounded in A were unavailable from
Trooper for the
for curfew violation, concealing one-hour fight nine miles south Guy Turner who was
in a contest sponsored by the
to
called
drinking of Bu Dkop, spokesmen said,
chiropractors of West Kentucky.
We can think of some other a deadly weapon, and
investigate the collisions.
drunkenpublic
but no guerrilla bodies were
for
one
beer,
Her father is public relations There's one Christmas gift that
pills that we need. A pill to
operator's found later despite heavy artildirector of the People's Bank in never goes out of style—L'. S.
take when you have to pay ness. and one for no
stop lery .oarrages and air strikes.
Murray, while her mother is Savings Bonds. And they are pracyour income taxed to lift you license and disregarding
In three other fights, 60 and
the former Geneva Outland of tical as well as patriotic.
out of the doldrums. A smaller sign.
78 miles north of Saigon, the
Murray and a 1940 graduate of
pill to take the first of each
(Continued From Pape Onel Murray State. She has one AUair cavalry troops reported killmath. A pill to calm you down
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
ing a total of 30 North Vietna- chairman, Dr. Margaret Early, ter, Mary Lee, 16, a junior at Murray; Debbie Laster, 22, Cinwhen you get an income tax
Kentucky: Temperatures are
Holmes,
refund. A pill to take when you expected Tuesday through Sat- mese while suffering losses of to provide a maximum of cho- Murray High School, where she cinnati, Ohio; Anna L.
20, Morganfield; JoAnne Graff,
ices for teachers to meet and herself graduated in 1966.
are driving along and a water urday to average 3 to 6 degrees one dead and eight wounded.
to examine the current state In addition to Miss Brown- 18, Sikeston, Mo.
hose on your car breaks and all below normals with only minor
Carol McClellan, 19, Louisof English instruction, its pro- field and the four runnerupt,
the anti-freeze runs out. A pill daily changes during the week.
blems and the means of attack- the 10 other girls among the 15 ville; Treys Everley, Rockppre
to take when you stub your toe Normal highs 42 to 50. Normal
in Saturday night's Sharon Reid, 19, Princeton;
on the leg of the bed or when lows 25 to 35.
The meeting of the Arts and ing them through new approa finalists
Linda Kay, 21, Lexington, Tenn.,
included:
'competition
materials.
and
techniques,
ches,
hits
the
your knee
the edge of
Precipitation is expected to Crafts Club scheduled for WedThe 1970 convention will be Pamela Morgan, 18, Hopkins- and Jamie Lynn Mortensen, 20,
coffee table. There are all kinds total around one quarter inch nesday at the home of Mrs. Neville; Lanette Underwood, 21, Henderson.
of situations where a pill might west to one half inch east por- va Waters has been cancelled held in Atlanta, Georgia.
come in handy.
tion occurring in east prior to due to the death of the presimidweek then over much of dent, Mrs. Davy Hopkins.
There we were just a cooking state at end of week.
and a singing getting ready to
cook this egg when we violated
one of the cardinal rules of ficulty. It always 'uprises us
Group III of the OWE' of the
breaking an egg. We forgot to that when a man gets in a tight First Christian Church will meet
turn the cracked side up and spot like that that be has such tonight (Monday) at 7:30 in the
the entire egg fell out on the a great reserve of initiative, home of Mrs. George Hart. The
top of the range.
•
ability and know-how to tall study will be presented by Rev.
•
William Porter
on.
Old we panic? Did we send out
a general alarm for aid, assist- Keep calm, that's the sale ladance and moral support? Not ies. Don't call your husbands
on your sweet life. We just immediately when you meet a by United Press International
calmly got us a saucer and a situation like this. We'll let
The monkey puzzle, a 150-foot
big spoon and corralled this you in on a secret. We just Chilean pine, is socalled beSculptured symmetry Mirrored
rlippery rascal. The yellow nev guided this egg over to the edge cause its tangled prickly, neter broke which suprised us. of the range, put the saucer work of stiff branches thwarts
in a pierced contemporary-design
Anyway we got up the whole below the edge, and just push- the attempts of monkeys and
of Scandinavian inspiration
thing with a minimum of dif- ed the rascal over.
other small animals to climb it
(Continued From Paw One)

Make this one
a 'Comfy' Christmas!
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Comfy® Slippers
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ThIs handsome Chest a $20.00 value
FREE with purchase of

f

48-piece service for 8
through Decembiir 31, 1969—$125 00
Also available in'service
for 12 for only $17500
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